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Cooperative game theory: coalitions (groups of individuals) are often the unit of 
analysis. Commitments and side payments allowed, outcome typically efficient, 
question of distribution of the pie.
Noncooperative game theory: No commitments (without extra actions), 
individual payoff maximization.
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A short introduction into very basic game theory.
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Normal form of the game.
The left-hand number is the pay-off to Delta. The right-hand number is the pay-
off to American
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What could firms do to improve their situation: 30 % of consumers not served, 
only half of the market each.
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We don‘t allow for undercutting => restrictive simplification
Main point here is the structure of the payoff matrix!
Another example: Decision of OPEC country: Either comply with quota from
cartel or produce at full capacity.
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Elimination of an equilibrium if firms move sequentially! Here extensive form of 
game would be relevant! High profit equilibrium is chosen.
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Discoordination game!
Excercise: Make game asymmetric (e.g. by natural side assumption: the kicker 
kicks better on his natural side, whether the keeper guesses the side correctly or 
not) and calculate equilibrium. Consider payoffs as expected payoffs.

More on mixed strategies with penalty  kicks see in By P.-A. CHIAPPORI, S. 
LEVITT, AND T. GROSECLOSE: Testing Mixed-Strategy Equilibria When 
Players Are Heterogeneous: The Case of Penalty Kicks in Soccer, THE 
AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW SEPTEMBER 2002
*
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Cournot supposed that the homogeneous product  was spring water. q1 and q2 
firms’ outputs
Firms maximise given an expectation of what their rivals do. Nash equilibrium: 
Expectations are satisfied and no incentive to deviate from optimal choice.
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Best response function is also called reaction function. Note that in the Cournot 
model there is neither a response nor a reaction to the rival‘s action since the 
game is simultaneous.
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General approach: N profit functions => N first order conditions => N equations 
in N variables (the N output levels)

Here: Symmetry assumption: All firms have identical marginal costs.
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As the number of firms increases output of each firm falls  
As the number of firms increases aggregate output increases  
As the number of firms increases profit of each firm falls 
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Assignment!
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Change in costs!
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First order condition!
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Cournot model supports view that increases in concentration lead to higher price 
cost margines and therefore increases in prices. Remark: How do (average unit) 
costs change when concentration rises?
Average unit costs are weighted by market shares.
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Check that with this demand and these costs the monopoly price is $30 and 
quantity is 40 units
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Tell undercut story: Important: Homogeneous products: Small difference in price 
leads to total demand for the low price firm.
Cutting price below cost gains the whole market but loses money on every 
customer. Actually with constant marginal cost each firm is indifferent about 
producing and not producing. But charging a different price would not be an 
equilibrium! The other would have an incentive to charge another price as well.

We will discuss most of the extensions furtheronWe will discuss most of the extensions furtheron.
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30 is monopoly price!
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Optimization approach: Kuhn-Tucker with complementary slackness: Either λ or 
p1 − c2 must be zero. Just calculate the monopoly price and check whether it is 
below or above the rival’s cost!
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Needs to be extended! 
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Both firms first decide on capacities (simultaneously), then, after having 
observed the decision of the rival, both firms decide simultaneously on prices.
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Rationing can in general occur by various allocation mechanisms: first come, 
first serve; appearance, etc.
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We look at firm 2, given firm 1’s price and capacity!
Residual demand is of course also a function of the rival’s capacity k1 and of its 
price p1. 
The vertical intercept of the residual demand curve should probably read 100 –
(k/N) rather than simply 100 –k. Density N is not 1!
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Probability of obtaining the product at price p1: Take example x(p1) =60 and k1
=20 => Chance of getting the product: 1/3. Chance that firm 2 gets a consumer 
with a high WTP (> p2): 2/3
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Explanation of the diagram: Geometry: For given price of firm 2: Residual 
demand divides total demand in two parts which are determined by the  
probabilities! (Intercept theorem (Strahlensatz)
Easiest explanation: 
If price of firm 2 is such that demand is 0 (=> p=100), the residual demand is 
equal to total demand = 0. If price is slightly below, demand is strictly positive 
since there is a chance to get a consumer with a high WTP.
If price is equal to p1, residual demand is clearly 100 - p1 - k1.

Since demand curve is linear we obtain the curve immediately.
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Note: Firm 1 would never charge a price below p*! Furthermore, it will always 
charge a market clearing price given the quantity it produces. Rationing would 
mean selling the same quantity at a lower price!
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Output of Stackelberg leader = monopoly output in the case of linear demand!
Compared to Cournot: Consumers and leader gain, follower looses.
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Calculate iso-profit curves! The numbers are from an example with P = (100 – 2 
Q) 
Form of iso-profit curves: Horizontal (for the leader) at intersection with reaction 
function. Must be the case since reaction function gives the profit maximizing 
quantity (given the rival’s output). 
Shape of the iso-profit curves: Start from horizontal part (intersection with 
reaction function): Increase or decrease of own quantity must lead to decrease of 
profit (given the rival’s output) Follows from the fact that profit is maximized atprofit (given the rival s output). Follows from the fact that profit is maximized at 
reaction function. In order to keep profit constant in case of a move away from 
the optimal output, the rival’s output must fall (=> increases profit). 
To derive graphically the Stackelberg solution, find the iso-profit curve with the 
maximum profit consistent with the fact that the rival acts according to her 
reaction function 
⇒Find the iso-profit curve which is tangent to the reaction function of the p g
follower.
⇒Note: Profit is higher for lower iso-profit curves (Maximum when follower 
does not produce anything; monopoly!)
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State in general linear terms as in PRN.
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Capacity choice. Important: Credibility: Binding commitment.
Problem: neither costs of capacity nor costs of production

Reinterpret as Dixit model! Assume inverse demand p = 2 – k1-k2; Marginal 
costs c (inclusive capacity costs ) = 1 (of course per unit). Marginal costs once
investment in capacity is made equal to. 
=> sub-game perfect: Incumbent invest in capacity in stage 1: Any capacityg p p y g y p y
investment up to K1 = 1 is credible in the sense that it is optimal to fully utilize
the capacity (Note that at K1 = 1; MR =0 =MC (given capacity)!
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Capacity choice.
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